Mortality from group C meningococcal disease: a case for a conjugate vaccine?
This 17-year retrospective review of children with meningococcal disease (MCD) has determined the mortality due to serogroup C, in order to assess the potential impact of a group C conjugate vaccine. Four hundred and forty-nine cases of MCD were admitted to our hospitals during 1977-1993; 78 due to group C, 11 of whom died. There was a significant increase in the proportion of cases due to group C from 1986 onwards (10% vs 21%), and an increase in the total number of cases of MCD (151 vs 298). The currently available group C polysaccharide vaccine has low efficacy below 2 years of age and could not have prevented 54 cases of group C disease. A conjugate group C vaccine administered between 2 and 4 months of age could have prevented 68 cases, including all fatal cases. The recent increase in MCD is partly due to an increase in group C disease. A meningococcal group C conjugate vaccine could prevent most cases of infection due to group C, and decrease the mortality from MCD by up to 30%.